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Wavelink and CommtechWireless enter mutual
Distribution Agreement

MELBOURNE, Australia, 6 May, 2008 – Wavelink Communications and CommtechWireless

have reached agreement to mutually promote selected products from their portfolios to the

other’s distribution channels. Wavelink will be offering Comm techWireless’s Fusion Series of

hardware-based messaging systems to its wireless resellers, while Commtech Wireless will

similarly promote Wavelink’s Polycom family of KIRK DECT and SpectraLink Wi -Fi wireless

solutions through their channels.

The Fusion Series is a hardware-based modular messaging system which is cost effective,

scalable and simple to configure. A nu mber of Fusion bundles have been developed

specifically for both the KIRK and SpectraLink platforms. These offer a range of functionality

including nursecall integration, alarm inputs, manual paging, SMS and e -mail notification.

Ilan Rubin, director, Wavelink Communications, said, “There is rapidly growing demand for

on-site mobility solutions which are able to integrate with important event -monitoring systems

such as nursecall. The market requires cost effective solutions which are simple to set up and

maintain. CommtechWireless’s Fusion Series meets these criteria perfectly”.

Chris McLoughlin, CommtechWireless’s CEO Asia Pacific, added “Being an Australian

company means that we have developed interfaces for most of the event monitoring systems

in Australia. As well as this, CommtechWireless has been a global development partner of

KIRK and SpectraLink for several years, so Fusion is compatible with the entire family of

wireless solutions.”

About Wavelink
Wavelink Communications (www.wavelink.com.au) specialises in the supply, marketing and
support of a range of leading edge digital wireless voice and messaging solutions. Wavelink
distributes a range of products from Polycom including KIRK DECT and SpectraLink Wi -Fi.

About CommtechWireless
CommtechWireless (www.commtechwireless.com.au) is a leading provider of wireless
messaging infrastructure; from wireless telephony and integrated communications solutions to
desktop and restaurant call systems. With offices in Australia, USA and Europe, key mar kets
for CommtechWireless include Healthcare, Hospitality, Casinos, Emergency Services, Military
and Government.
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